A Beautiful Alternative to Downspouts!

Solid Copper Rain Chains install quickly and easily, adding personality and refined style to any home. Rain gently cascades through and around each chain creating a fountain like effect that is sure to excite the senses.

**History**

Hundreds of years ago the first rain chains were created in Japan to add beauty and elegance to their homes and temples. Then as today, these simple yet functional rain chains conform to the ancient principles of feng shui: wind and water in harmony with nature.

**Quality**

Our rain chains are hand crafted from the finest materials using heavy gauge copper, brass, aluminum, and iron. The designs of our cup, themed and lotus style rain chains are not only aesthetic but also extremely functional. They allow large amounts of water flow and the open bottoms allow the water to easily cascade from one piece to the next.
EASY RAIN CHAIN INSTALLATION

1. Use the hole from the existing downspout or, if new, cut a two inch round hole in the bottom of the gutter.
2. From the bottom (outside) of the gutter insert the top piece of the rain chain through the hole.
3. Run one end of the attachment piece through the top loop of the rain chain.
4. Rest the two ends of the attachment piece in the gutter.

Free Attachment Piece with Every Rain Chain Purchase!

Installation Kit Sold Separately
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